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StoneStatements Editions
The project StoneStatements Editions departs from the interrogation of how to see
stones and rocks as components of Earth’s life, belonging to an overall living system,
despite the fact that they may seem “lifeless” and extractable. It takes the form or the
gesture of an editorial concept that acts like a “geomediator” and it is launched with the
announcement of five book titles. These are all imagined, wished for, and suggested, to
be developed, carrying relevant questions to be further elaborated and debated about
humans’ relationships to stones. The announcements are photographs of book coversposters-manifests.
“StoneStatements Editions” aims to solicit a debate, encouraging ideas which
problematize human relationship to stones and rocks, allowing its problematic issues
to emerge to the public and become visible. The title-statements are provocations for
collective writing. It is not an entirely fictive editorial project, as the first collaborative
publication is available at www.mabebethonico.online.
This project is invited at OnCurating within the programme Compost: Knowledge
Bin, component of the 2022 documenta.
_________________________________________________________________________________
[2021–] “StoneStatements Editions”: Five photographs 1,75x1,35m; Newspaper
‘Manifestations’ [64 pages on newsprint paper, single copy filmed in video [00:02:15],
e-book. Other constituents of the project: Audio piece for Future Assembly, Instagram
campaign [#stonestatementseditions, #bethonicomabe], Sneak Preview video for
Biennial’s official website.

1.

Team: Mabe Bethônico (Brazil, b. 1966) in collaboration with Elaine Ramos (Brazil, b. 1974),
Enrique Fontanilles (Spain, 1951), Gilles Eduar (Brazil, b. 1958), Gisa Bustamante (Brazil,
b.1963), Hannah Stewart (England, b. 1992), Jônio Bethônico (Brazil, b. 1972), NASK (Geneva,
since 2012) by Nadja Zimmermann (Switzerland, b. 1980) and Skander Najar (Switzerland,
b. 1973), Rodrigo Martins (Brazil, b.1986).
Sneak preview Biennale: https://www.labiennale.org/en/architecture/2021/mabebethonico.
IMAGES
1-4

General view of installation at Biennale Architettura 2021 (22/05 - 21/11). Logo Gisa

5

Human invasion in the world of stones [book cover in collaboration with Enrique Fontanilles].
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6

__

7

8
9, 10
11

Bustamante; Photo: Rodrigo Martins

Conscious rocks [Book cover in collaboration with NASK - Nadja Zimmermann and Skander
Najar]

When stones collect diggers, robbers, queens and kings [illustration by Gilles Eduar]

Geoimaginaries – A schoolbook as a toolbox [book cover in collaboration with Jônio
Bethônico]

A vocabulary of proximity [book cover in collaboration with Elaine Ramos]. Ed. Mabe
Bethônico, with 26 guest authors. Design Jônio Bethônico. www.mabebethonico.online.

Newsletter n.1, Year 1, 2021 [Newspaper print, 38pgs, single copy]. Video, Mabe Bethônico,
2021, ed. withVictor Galvão.
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Lessons of Another World

2

The series Aulas de Outro Mundo departs from pedagogical slides, which were originally
used as tools for teaching history in Brazilian public schools during the years of military
dictatorship [1964-1988]. Their narratives circumvent common colonial violence and
their persisting correlations with the dictatorial regime in place. Banalising historical
violence was a way to minimise the military actions, to perpetuate oppressive power.
The series starts with three color drawings reproducing pedagogical slides, each
depicting an illustration with a caption. The source illustrations on the slide were
watercolours and they have been reproduced with colouring pencil for this piece. The
captions are translated to English and new captions are proposed, critically observing
the originals and revising their content. It is a kind of counter-pedagogy, dismantling
given subject matters. The new captions are photographs of a powerpoint projection,
– updating the pedagogical device. Especially, the texts revisit the colonial past and its
narration by the dictatorial regime, while re-contextualising history in relation to the
present government, of 2021.
A second part of the project departs from the diapositive that opens the original series,
figuring military artefacts and the Brazilian flag to introduce the History of Brazil [15001550]. Why the presence of the flag, if it was only introduced in the 19th century? Why
the presence of arms as foundational of Brazil? The picture points to the impossibility
of power without violence, but did the military regime consider the incorporation
of the military drums into the cultural life of the afro descendants? – From this last
question, a sound piece and a series of blackboards present notes on the Congado, a
religious festivity in which military and catholic references are transformed into a ritual
of recognition of resisting communities and hommage to their past.

1.

The project has developed into an entire new version, for an exhibition of the same
title to open in São Paulo in April 2022.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2021] Multimedia Installation: 3 drawings in colored pencil on Mi-Teintes Art Board,
50x40 m; 4 photos – inkjet print on paper 210g, 50x40 cm; 5 photos – inkjet print on paper
210g, 30x20cm. Part II - Blackboard in situ 3 x 2 m with drawing and writings on chalk; 8
blackboards with drawing on chalk, 90 x 60 cm each; sound piece by Jalver Bethônico and
Hannah Stewart. Collection of the artist.

__

IMAGES
1

View of installation at Lemaniana, Centre d’Art Contemporain, Genève, 2021. Photo: Mathilda

2 -6

Details.

7

8-11
12

Olmi.

View of installation at Lemaniana, Centre d’Art Contemporain, Genève, 2021. Photo: Mabe
Bethônico.

Idem, Part II, blackboards in details. Photos: Mabe Bethônico.

View of installation at Lemaniana, CAC, Genève, 2021. Photo: Mathilda Olmi.
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Les Nervures

3

The group Les Nervures is formed around collective actions entitled “Le climat de vie”.
Initiated by Mabe Bethônico, with Luana Castro, Camille Doucet, Manon Genet et
Elodie Yun-Luey Duwyn, it was created within the Annecy Alpes School of Art (ESAAA),
part of the project Effondrement des Alpes, supported by the European cross-border
cooperation program Interreg France -Switzerland 2014-2020.
We observed gestures and speeches of political street demonstrators as the starting
point of our group and we considered the demonstration as a medium. We wanted to
integrate subjects beyond the human: we observed and described plants, insects and
stones, and mixed our writings with contents such as scientific and literary texts, using
the cut-up technique, much used by William S. Burroughs. For our first two exhibitions,
we wrote and elaborated images using the forms of flags and panels. We have expanded
the group by doing workshops, calling for participation.
Our intention was to demonstrate in the public space, using language as a tool opening
towards an affective and complex relation to the world. Our theoretical sources in a
first moment came from thinkers such as Philippe Descola, Déborah Danowski and
Eduardo Viveiros de Castro and Donna Haraway, among others. The central point of
this collective project is the urgency of getting out of the culture-nature dichotomy to
consider the world as a single entity in which the living and the non-living are linked, as
stated in one of our flags: “Individual neighbors of the same collaboration”.

1.

The collective has since changed configuration and lives beyond the academic frame in
which it has started.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2020] Tissue flags, mixed media, various dimensions, cardboard and wood parts.

__

IMAGES
1-2

View of installation at IRL é RL, group show at Mac-Lyon, 2021, curated by members of the

3-5

Work in progress in workshops at ESAAA, 2021.

6-8

project Effondrement des Alpes.

Montage at Chatêau de Menthon, France, within the exhibition Légendes Botaniques, 2021.
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Mineral Elite: Learning Cabinet
Mineral Elite was developed in the context of a collective endeavour for an exhibition
organised by curator Ana Pato about the archives of the period of Brazilian military
dictatorship of the years 1960’s to the 80’s [Meta-Arquivo: 1964-1985. Espaço de Escuta
e Leitura de Histórias da Ditadura].
Mabe Bethônico, in collaboration with Victor Galvão and Ana Carolina Reginatto
questions the role of mining companies during the period of the Military-Civil Dictatorship.
–What were the political interests that led them to support the coup d’etat? The work
presents the circumstances prior to the coup, when a national debate took place in the
“Ore Week” (Semana do Minério), in favor of the constitution of Minerobras, based on
the exploration model of Petrobras, favorable to national development. In so far, agents
who supported the coup managed to implement another model of exploitation: having
benefited from the dictatorship, and holding high positions between the industry and
the government, they were influential in opening up mineral exploitation to foreign
capital, perpetuating the colonial system in which raw material serves international
industry, from which the country acquires its benefited products.

PART I: SHARED LEARNING PLATFORMS/ COLLECTIVE PROCESSES

The doctoral theses of Ana Carolina Reginatto from the Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro (UFRJ), “The Military-Entrepreneurial Dictatorship and the Mining Companies
(1964-1988)”, is mediated in two short videos for the installation, edited as explanatory
classes. These are supported by an installation with documents, allowing a reflection on
this history, which remains invisible. The work takes the form of a “learning platform”,
seeking to rescue pedagogical means of the 1960s, such as booklets and posters, taking
as a reference materials of the adult literacy program of the Basic Education Movement,
elaborated in an agreement with the Ministry of Education (MEC), which aimed at
educating adults to exercise their rights, besides teaching them to write. After the
implementation of the military government, this material was considered subversive
and later withdrawn from circulation, generating persecution and wide debate in the
press. From this reference Bethônico proposes a new pedagogical publication, with the
purpose of transmitting the history of mining companies and individuals benefitted by
the dictatorial regime.

__

1.

_________________________________________________________________________________
[2019] in Collaboration with Victor Galvão and Ana Carolina Reginatto. “Class 1 & Class 2”
[15’ aprox. each]. Voice: Ana Carolina Reginatto; Video editing: Victor Galvão; Audio editing
by Jalver Bethônico [sound captures by Hannah Stewart]. Two facsimiles of historical
pedagogic booklets/ programme Viver é Lutar. Publication “Perguntar é Saber” , Mabe
Bethônico e Jônio Bethônico, 36 pg., edition of 1000. Photographs by Julio Kohl.

IMAGES
1

Chart with seven names occupying key posts in Estate jobs such as the Ministry of Energy, while
also managing private and self owned mining companies during the mIlitary government.

The diagram shows how power was occupied by few and how each profited from information,
investiments, influence.

2, 3, 6 General Views of installation at Sesc Belenzinho, São Paulo, 2019.
4, 5

Video, Class #2, Military Coup and Mineral Exploration, 16’42”.
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Museum Of Public Concerns
From a collectively built archive, the Museum of Public Concerns fuels debate, using
forms of visibility through meetings, publication and exhibition modes. The main issue
of the Museum is mining, especially in Minas Gerais, dealing with the cultural and
social implications of the state’s mining economy, while also observing the effects
of its presence. While mineral extraction is a huge global business dominated by few
multinational companies, the damage done to the local landscape and surrounding
community is conspicuously absent from local and national public debate. In an effort to
raise critical awareness and foster discussion, documentary and photographic material
from historical archives are compiled, while field research is done, constituting source
content, such as research about the presence of women in the mining fields in Minas
Gerais. Donations are collected from media outlets and from public and private sources,
such as inspection photos from the government agency responsible for regulating
the mining sector [Department of Occupational Health and Safety under the State
Ministry of Labor and Employment]. In parallel, a newspaper library and a collection of
reproductions of historic images are compiled.
The Museum sheds light on aspects ignored today and in the recent past and produces
a counter-history. The largest museum complex implemented in Brazil in recent years
has seen state-owned buildings in the state capital of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte,
transformed into corporate cultural centers. The Museum of Mines and Metals was built
by a mining group and the history of the state is told in another building by the largest
multinational mining company. The collective history and cultural production are
being dictated by the private sector. In these places relevant questions are ignored, and
implications and criticism are absent, while public institutions languish underfunded.
The Museum of Public Concerns is an alternative to the corporate rewriting of history.
It was initiated within the project World of Matter, an interdisciplinary group of artists
and scholars, acting since 2009. [see www.worldofmatter.net]

1.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

__

[2013–] Collection of works and documents, interventions, publications, exhibitions.
Collection [mining session]: Cadernos Minerários [2006]; newspaper collection
[2010–]; women in the mines [2009–11]; archive of Ministry of Labor and Employment
and others; videos, amongst others: Museum of Public Concerns / presentation [4”, 2013];
Mineral Exploitation [19”, 2014]; Closer than Cafundó [24”, 2015].

IMAGES
1, 2

3-5
6-8

Projection of extracts presenting the Museum of Public Concerns and images related to the
rupture of the dam disaster in Bento Rodrigues, Minas Gerais. Semana de Museus, 2016,
Espaço do Conhecimento, Praça da Liberdade, Belo Horizonte, 2016. Photos: Victor Galvão.

Workshops, 2014 and 2016; clipping with daily news about the mining industry in Brazil: 20152016.

Video frames from the museum’s first presentation, available at:

https://www.visibleproject.org/blog/project/museum-of-public-concerns/
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World Of Matter

6

World of Matter is an international art and media project investigating primary materials
[fossil, mineral, agrarian, maritime] and the complex ecologies of which they are a part.
Initiated by an interdisciplinary group of artists and scholars, the project responds to
the urgent need for new forms of representation that shift resource-related debates
from a market driven domain to open platforms for engaged public discourse. The core
group includes Mabe Bethonico, Ursula Biemann, Uwe H. Martin, Helge Mooshammer
& Peter Mörtenböck, Emily E. Scott, Paulo Tavares, Lonnie van Brummelen & Siebren de
Haan.
The project seeks to develop innovative and ethical approaches to the handling of
resources, while at the same time challenging the very assumption that the planet’s
materials are inevitably a resource for human consumption; this human-centered vision
has been the motor for many environmentally and socially disastrous developments.
The social ecologies presented on this site give evidence to the interdependence between
human and non-human actants in this fragile system.
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World of Matter considers visual source material a valuable instrument for education,
activist work, research, and raising general public awareness, particularly in light of
the ever more privatized nature of both actual resources and knowledge about the
powers that control them. Hence the project acts through exhibitions, public events,
publications and an online platform.

__

1.

The multimedia platform, launched in Brussels in 2013, www.worldofmatter.net is the
backbone of the collaborative project, providing an open access archive that connects
different files, actors, territories and ideas. Its content is the result of extensive field
research and media production in situations of heightened material significance,
including: the extractive Amazon basin, Indian cotton farmers, water ecologies of the
Nile, fisheries in the Dutch polders, mining culture in the Brazilian Minas Gerais, and
the rush for arable land in Ethiopia. The platform includes material from the World of
Matter core group as well as a number of additional, related art and media projects. It
is conceived in such a way as to stimulate a variety of possible readings about the global
connectivity among these sites. World of Matter considers a planetary perspective on a
world that matters.
_________________________________________________________________________________
[2009 – 2016] World of Matter: Programme of meetings, public presentations/ conferences,
exhibitions and publications [books and website].
IMAGES
1

Detail of installation Mineral Invisibility, de Mabe Bethônico in the exhibition World of Matter

2

Mineral Invisibility in the exhibition World of Matter: Exposing Resource Ecologies. Leonard

3

4
5-6

at James Gallery, CUNY, The Graduate Centre, New York, 2014.

and Bina Ellen Art Gallery, Concordia University, Montreal, 2015.

Details of book World of Matter, ed. by Inke Arns, Berlin, Sternberg Press, 2015.

Internal meeting with various members of WoM group coinciding with Conference at Argos
Centre for Art and Media, Brussels, 2013.

Mineral Invisibility in the exhibition World of Matter at HMKV Dortmund, Germany, 2014.
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museumuseu

7

The structure/project museumuseu [museummuseum] is rooted in a navigable scheme
in Website format. A number of projects are connected to the questions posed in
the structure, which may be used as a guide for a history of the artist’s production:
activating and constructing archives, building or reorganizing collections, and conceiving
institutions to incorporate collections and allow their visibility.
This imaginary space in the form of annotation is imbued with study issues that
constitute a literary domain, pointing to a spectrum of narrativity. It is mostly formed
by works in which processes and characters are narrated, or contexts are identified, in
addition to the incorporation or construction of sets of visual elements.
The digital manuscript indicates a provisional condition, ready for erasures or additions.
Its design allows constant transformation, related to initiatives taking place both on the
Internet and in display or spatial formats, installations and publications. New elements
or ramifications may be brought in at any time to modify the whole.
The updating of museumuseu’s Website has been on hold since 2009, but its structure—
as a kind of indicative layout—may cover all Mabe Bethônico’s subsequent production
and could incorporate more recent researches, works, and actions. Since 2013, the
project Museum of Public Concerns has incorporated some of the works comprising
museumuseu.
_________________________________________________________________________________
https://www.ufmg.br/museumuseu/
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* Temporarily out of the web, since suspension of FLash at the beginning of 2021. It holds
large number of projects made collaboratively, involving students, guests, institutions,
deriving in publications, websites, exhibitions and events.

__
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casa mineraria
(cadernos minerários)

stones

testimonies /
narrations

THE MUSEUM
IN THE CITY

extraordinary
mineral stories

caracteres
geológicos
peculiares

beyond the museum
daily
mining

closer than
cafundó

mining
texts

mineral
invisibility

memories of
mining

purifying
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the body

women in
the mines

archive
newspaper library

glossário
stamps
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there is time in the museum

ibirapuera cultural union
a rua peru é linda

amène-moi où tu es

versão tipográfica de diagrama manuscrito
disponível em: https://www.ufmg.br/museumuseu/

word of museum

paisana
luciana
(rosana)
museum traces

Glossary

8

The Glossary is composed by a set of stamps with words coming from museological
practices such as collecting, classifying, cataloguing, organizing, keeping, identifying,
selecting, curating, etc. Definitions for these terms were gathered from interviewing
a number of non-specialists, and their spontaneous responses were registered. Entries
were then written and edited from the collected answers.
The keywords are presented separate from their definitions, in a way that a glossary
can be invented, or otherwise reconstructed by following its original organization. The
system allows the formation of a text that might refer to gestures coming both from
daily, maybe domestic arrangement and to specific professional tasks.
The interviews were done in collaboration with Hélio Nunes and Clarice Lacerda.
_________________________________________________________________________________
[2005] 54 stamps, variable sizes, 8 inkpads, papers or booklets. Version in Portuguese:
https://www.ufmg.br/museumuseu/glossario/

Around One Thousand Pieces

PART I: SHARED LEARNING PLATFORMS/ COLLECTIVE PROCESSES

Around one thousand pieces is a short story written by the artist and printed on paper
or on wood, cut in parts. The reading of the text in its large format demands mounting
pieces and the reader will recognize this gesture within the text. The character in the
story seems to relate to things through fragments in movement and he connects to
people while making jigsaw puzzles.

__

At the exhibition “Panorama da Arte Brasileira”, MAM SP, 2005, the work was printed
on paper in edition of 10,000 and it involved gluing pieces together in order to have it
readable. The pictures here show a version in MDF with vinyl applied.
_________________________________________________________________________________
[2005] 32 pieces puzzle in MDF with vinyl lettering or printed on paper, 1,60x 80 cm.

IMAGES
1-3

Views of the Glossary at Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires [MALBA],

4, 5

Views of Around one Thousand Pieces at Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires

Subversiones Diarias, 2005, curated by Ana Paula Cohen.

[MALBA], Subversiones Diarias, 2005, curated by Ana Paula Cohen.
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Itinerant Module Of The Soap Museum

9

The Soap Museum’s module is a project within museumuseu. It is a collection of bar
soaps for domestic use, non cosmetic. It is built as a set of displays that organizes itself
into a pile on wheels. Laid on the floor as a street stall or opened on a table, the materials
are well-preserved and ambulant.
The title suggests that a Soap Museum exists somewhere and it implies that what is
being exhibited is selected from a larger collection. The construction considers an
accumulation growth as the work transits, because there is a call for public participation
in form of donations. As the collection grew it became more difficult to be transported;
the accumulation of items affected the functioning of the module on wheels. The
signaling of the museum is applied on Formica boards, fitted between the boxes for
transport. The applied vinyl is easily replaced, keeping up with the changes of the
collection.
Soap is a pretext to explore a traditional museological structure, while dealing
with sensitive problems of conservation. It is organized under the sectors ‘archive’,
‘temporary exhibitions’, – with ‘contemporary show’ and ‘highlights of the collection’,
‘recent acquisitions’ and ‘Saponário’, – possibly an area destined to research. The archive
is organized into handmade soaps and industrialized bars: white, brown, blue, green,
etc. The temporary exhibition brings works by young artist Emiliana Passos, who builds
vases of soap. As ‘recent acquisitions’ we show two audio-documentaries by sound
artist Jalver Bethônico. With ‘Geralda’ and ‘Bolhas’ he experiments recording a woman
washing and singing the laundry, and the poetic sounds of bursting and blowing bubbles.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2004] – Nine articulated wooden boxes; soaps; Formica in wooden boards with signaling
on vinyl; lamps; two discman with headphones; two “Audiodocumentaries”, –sound tracks
recorded on CD; soap sculptures. Dimensions 37x47x140 cm, closed version. Collection
Museu de Arte da Pampulha.

__

IMAGES
1

General view of original version before expansion.

3-5

Exhibits from temporary show, sculptures in soap by Emiliana Passos, approx. 25 cm high.

2

6, 7

Detail of handmade bars.

Montage diagrams – in display and piled for transport.
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49

10

Mineral Invisibility
Mineral Invisibility stages a productive dialogue between historic illustrations, archival
material and the artist’s own documentary footage on mining. It unfolds in the backdrop
of the continuous expansion of mining activities in the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais –
a rampant process of industrialization which, despite its significant ecological and social
impact, has raised little public awareness so far.
Illustrations extracted from De Re Metallica, by Georgius Agricola (1557) – a historical
book on mining – are references for classifying the different works happening in the
mines. The workers’ images were selected from complex scenes in the book and printed
as posters. The series is put in relation to a projection of photographs coming from the
mining sector of the Brazilian Ministry of Labor and Employment of Minas Gerais. Their
photographs show the reality of the present conditions of the work in this field: security,
equipments and environment, how workers are transported and nourished, etc.
A text by Anselm Jappe, collaborator for this project, reflects on the history of slavery
tied to the history of mining. In parallel, a video considers names of mines in relation to
the history of Brazil and a written essay by the artist considers the act of cleaning the
mine and the home as associated works, related to forgetfulness and erasure.
_________________________________________________________________________________

1.
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[2014] Multimedia installation in three parts. 44 black and white digital prints on paper
66x99 cm; vinyl applied on floor; framed photograph 18x24 cm; poster 70x50 cm [inkjet
color print]; 3 handouts [texts by Mabe Bethônico and Anselm Jappe]; Printed reports from
the brazilian Ministry of Labour and Employment; 3 vídeos [Part 1: 15:30 min; Part 2: 19:34
min; Part 3: 03:02 min].

__

IMAGES
1-5

6, 7
8

Partial view, World of Matter, HMKV, Dortmunder U, Germany, 2014. Curated by Inke Arns.
(3 – Detail of photographic reports from the Ministry of Labor and Employment, Brazil,
available for distribution). Photo Hannes Voidich.

Installation at Leonard & Bina Ellen Art Gallery at Concordia University, Montréal, Canada,
2015. World of Matter, curated by Michèle Thériault. Photo: Paul Litherland.

Installation view in Nottingham Contemporary, 2016. Rights of Nature: Art & Ecology in the
Americas. Curated by Alex Farquharson and TJ Demos. Photo: Andy Keate
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Women In The Mines Of All Kinds

11

This series derives from documentation on the conditions of women workers in the
largest mining enterprises in Minas Gerais. Mines are usually seen as masculine work
environments and in the collective memory mines are places where women have no roles.
But since early exploitation of gold in Minas Gerais, women have had only peripheral
participation, they acted in washing and selecting stones and in other functions that
reproduced domestic work. Little is known about the contemporary reality of this field.
Women are responsible for the largest machines of the industry and they are preferred
to exercise functions in many fronts.
While having permission to photograph and film the women workers in some companies,
landscape, machines and actions in the field were also registered. Mines are usally kept
closed to the public eye in the name of “industrial secret”. Difficulties and tensions
which women live in the field were observed, but the series reveals examples of goodpractice, workers who are proud of their jobs and their roles. Although, this scenario
does not represent the reality of all mines in Brazil, as the industry is made especially by
small enterprises that disrespect most basic regulations.

1.

This project is a response to a regulation from 1932 by the International Labor Office and
signed by the Brazilian government, restricting employment of women in underground
mines. Never re-elaborated, it does not correspond to achievements in the field
of health and safety, which benefit workers independent of gender. The series was
made for donation to the photo archive of the International Labour Office in Geneva,
comissioned for the exhibition The Revenge of the Photographic Archive, at the Centre
de la Photographie Genève.
(...) The Brazilian Government therefore cannot but be in favour of the adoption
of international regulations establishing the principle that this prohibition should
be enforced by all countries. (Decree No. 21417 of 17 May 1932 to regulate the
conditions of employment of women in industrial undertakings (L.S., 1932, Braz.
5): section 5: “Women shall not be employed in the following work: (a) work in

2.
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tunnels, underground in mines, in quarries…“

__

_________________________________________________________________________________
[2010] Photographs/ laser prints [sizes variable]; written essay “In and out of the house:
working and wandering”, Mabe Bethônico. 5 pages, illustrated. German/ English,
distributed as handout; video Mineral Exploitation, 19:34.

IMAGES
1

Christmas party of all the women workers from Mina da Conceição, Itabira, Minas Gerais.

4

Installation view at Kunsthal Aarhus, 2015. Dump! Multispecies Making and Unmaking.

2, 3

Images taken at Mina da Conceição, Itabira, Minas Gerais.

Curated by Elaine Gan, Steven Lam and Sarah Lookofsky. Photo: Axel Schütt.
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Cadernos Minerarios
A collection of images was compiled from extracts taken from an early publication on
mining, De Re Metallica, a landmark treatise on the history of mining and metallurgy.
The book embraces diverse subjects related to practical mining and smelting – from ore
extraction and processing, mechanical engineering and ventilation, to accounts of the
diseases prevalent amongst miners, along with the means of preventing them. The book
could be found at mine entrances, where it often hung from chains, making instructions
available. It is illustrated with over 270 woodcuts that provide detailed descriptions of
mining operations.
To construct the Cadernos, the human figures represented in the elaborate illustrations
of the book were cutout and regrouped in categories according to the actions in which
they are apparently engaged: tying, turning, walking, eating, heating up, carrying etc.
This gathering constitutes a mapping of the body in its efforts and movements observed
in the mining work. Based on this initial classification other dispositives have been
produced, in form of posters and installations.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2005] Wooden box with 44 volumes, number of pages varied, laser print on Sulfite paper
90 grs. [38x 27x 52 cm], binding with titles in relief. Organised in alphabetic order, separated
by wood or perspex tabs. Derived in various installation formats.

__

IMAGES

1

2

Cadernos Minerarios with detail of jornal museumuseu [year 1, number 1, october 2006].

Installation, 2015. 32 modules [40 x 40 cm each] – MDF with UV print. 3,5 x 1,60 m. Photo:

Both pictures: Exhibition Métodos Empíricos para a extração [ou construção] de uma
forma, curadoria Jacopo Crivelli, Galeria Celma Albuquerque, Belo Horizonte, 2012. Photo:
Daniel Mansur.
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Extracts
The series is composed by five photographs of texts containing cutout parts. The
texts are descriptions of photographs belonging to a mining company, which due to
restriction could not be shown. They belong to a large multinational enterprise which
keeps an archive of photos taken weekly of its activities taking place in Minas Gerais. A
geologist was invited to record descriptions of a selection of these images, smuggled
out by a photographer working for the company. From the transcribed recording, where
the geologist often minimised the destruction of the landscape taking place –, parts
were cut out, constructing an interrupted speech that emphasized the impossibility of
sharing the visual documents. The remaining texts reveal impressions of colors, depth
of the excavations, amounts of earth extraction, organization of the space within the
large holes made in the landscape. The more subjective reflexions were taken out, as
they minimise the implications on health and environment in the name of economic
activity and labor.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2012] Five posters 60x90cm each, mineral pigment printed on cotton paper, 2012. One
poster printed for free distribution, offset print.

__

IMAGES
1

Translation: On the top of the mountain you can see distances………and, in this visual
field………a mineral pit. ………There you see the portrait………photograph of what is ………

exploitation……….Looking here at this photograph of a ………patio, ………in the pits and
in the ………incisions………to obtain the metal, we see………colour difference, only. ………
material………useful and ………not useful……… there is the stockpiling area.

………we have, in the case of iron ore, the color blue, a brilliant colour, a sometimes pale blue,
sometimes very strong, due to hematite. ………pure, purified and separated from the matrix

rock. We have ………clay, a lot of material………sand soil, fine, carbonatite, phosphate, ………;
which obtains………ochre color, brown, sometimes orange, ………product………of oxidation.
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Distinctive Geological Characters
The project Distinctive Geological Characters [Caracteres Geológicos Peculiares]
enabled the dialogue between two Medellín cultural institutions—an art museum’s
library and a mineralogy museum. Arranged in the form of an installation and a book,
objects from Colombia National University’s Tulio Ospina Mineralogy Museum were set
in relation to the library collection of Museo de Antioquia, the organizer of the 2007
Medellín International Art Encounter – MDE 2007.
Considering that mineralogy museums usually omit any contextualization related to
mining, landscape and history are not considered, disregarding human, environmental
and economic aspects. An exhibition in the library of the Antioquia Museum revealed
how the mineralogy museum’s lithoteque had initially been organized with collections
of materials that had been next to the minerals. Supports or bases used to display
specimens, boxes and cans in which samples were brought to the museum, and
informative devices such as signage labels showing the names, origins and donors of
specimens convey narratives about the institution and the minerals in this collection.
A book was made with reproductions of glass slides found in the mineralogy museum and
photos of texts from a book in the library. Contents covering the history and landscape
of the Colombian region emphasized similarity with the physical and historical aspects
of the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais. Narrated performances included book readings
and image screenings.

1.

_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2007] INSTALLATION: Clasificaciones y Contenedores: boxes and tins [various formats];
printed and handmade labels; wooden stands with denominations [collection of
Mineralogy Museum Tulio Ospina]; diagram; Conference Caracteres Geológicos Peculiares.
BOOK: Bethônico, Mabe. La forma especial de los caracteres geológicos peculiares, Belo
Horizonte, 58 pages and audio CD in collaboration with Jalver Bethônico, 5 copies, 2007.
Graphics in collaboration with Jônio Bethônico.

__

IMAGES
1-3
General view of the library at the Museu de Antioquia, transformed in collaboration with
artist Gabriel Sierra, with book Caracteres Geológicos Peculiares, 2007, curated by Ana Paula
Cohen.
4
Collection of old supports for samples with classification, belonging to the Museo Tulio
Ospina, Medellin.
5
Collection of boxes where samples arrive in donations to the Museo Tulio Ospina, Medellin.
6 - 11 Documentation kept at the deposits at Museo Tulio Ospina, Medellin.
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1

StoneStatements Editions

2

Lessons of Another World

3

Les Nervures

StoneStatements Editions • 4
Lessons of Another World • 12
Les Nervures • 22

4
Mineral Elite: Learning Cabinet

6

Museum Of Public Concerns

7
8
9
10

Mineral Elite: Learning Cabinet • 26
Museum of Public Concerns • 30
World of Matter • 34
Museumuseu • 38
Glossary and Around one thousand pieces • 42
Itinerant Module of The Soap Museum • 46
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World Of Matter
museumuseu
Glossary
Itinerant Module Of The Soap Museum

11
12

Mineral Invisibility

13

Women In The Mines Of All Kinds

14

Cadernos Minerarios

15

Extracts

16

Distinctive Geological Characters

Mineral Invisibility • 50
Women in the Mines of All Kinds • 54
Cadernos Minerários • 58
Extracts • 62
Distinctive Geological Characters • 68
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Wanda Svevo Archive Campaign

22

Restricted Area

23

Telling Histories

24

Collections Within The Collection

25

Archive In Dialogue

Wanda Svevo Archive Campaign • 76
Restricted Area • 82
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Strategies Of Failure
Mabe Bethônico: Documents

Let It Out/ Out-Let [Written Works and Inscriptions] • 100
Strategies of Failure (programme) • 104
Mabe Bethônico: Documents • 106

–
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

NARRATIONS: TRANSMISSION AS EVENT
Extraordinary Mineral StoriesExtraordinary

Mineral Stories (performed reading and exhibition) • 110
Closer Than Cafundó
Closer Than Cafundó (performed reading) • 114
One Traveller After Another One Traveller After Another (performed reading and exhibition) • 118
Ibirapuera Cultural Union
Ibirapuera Cultural Union (exhibition and programme) • 124
Luciana
Luciana (exhibition and programme) • 128
Everyone Can Do Nothing
Everyone Can do Nothing (outdoor photograph, fictional book cover) • 132
On Dust
On Dust (printed story) • 134
The Collector
The Collector (performing a collection) • 136
T.S.
TS (a book to become an exhibition) • 142

PUBLICATIONS LIST
74

75

–
–
–
–

Wanda Svevo Archive Campaign

1

The Campanha Wanda Svevo [Wanda Svevo Archive Campaign] consisted of a set of
initiatives for the 27th Bienal de São Paulo. It looked at Fundação Bienal in terms of its
relationship with its own history and the city of São Paulo, as well as its relationship
with the audience. The work was developed by taking an initial question—How the
audience is represented in the Bienal’s archive?—and noting the former’s absence
“except when [people] are shown around a work that is being photographed.” By
problematizing art-biennials’ visitors and those using its archive for research purposes,
the Campaign enabled dialogue with the institution while at the same time providing it
with information about its audience. Through different initiatives, the work lent visibility
to the Wanda Svevo Archive, which occupies a key area of the building and constitutes
the only material heritage in the Foundation’s history.
With the piece In Order, it is presented a graphic history of the relation and dialogue
between Venice and São Paulo Biennials. By placing side by side in chronological
sequence the catalogues of each edition of both institutions, we read their partnership
and coordination, while observing their investments in registering the events in printed
form.
Lists of questions addressed by the public when calling the archive and when arriving
at the Bienal during its events were collected, observing expectations and demands.
The lists were updated throughout the event, building FAQs, Frequently Asked
Questions. Some questions addressed at the entry were: Is the entrance this way? What
is happening here? Is this the Book Biennial? Do I need an invitation to get in? How
much is the entrance fee? Is it open every day? Can I bring a bag in? Can I speak to
the curator? Questions addressed to the archive: Are we allowed to take photographs?
Is there a scanner in there? Can I scan images with my mini scanner? Are there images of
past biennials, - of the public and personalities? Would you have any text on the history
of the Biennial? Etc.

1.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

__

[2006–] INSTALLATION: list of Frequently Asked Questions/ FAQs— vinyl applied on wall;
museumuseu Newsletter n. 1; In Order: comparative historical chart made with catalogues
from São Paulo and Venice biennials from the Wanda Svevo Archive, paper covers, Perspex
spacers, vinyl signalling; Wanda Svevo Campaign: series of 11 posters [in collaboration with
Jônio Bethônico]; location maps; guided-visit program.

IMAGES

1, 2, 6 General view of installation at the pavillion Bienal de São Paulo, 27th São Paulo Biennial.
3, 5
4

Photos Roberta Dabdab. Curated by Jochen Volz.

Posters announcing the archive. Installation in progress at Celma Albuquerque Gallery, 2012.

In Order. Catalogues covered on coloured paper [from the Wanda Svevo archive], Perspex
spacers, vinyl signalling.
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Restricted Area

2

Área Restrita was a work in situ at the Museum of Modern Art in São Paulo, done in
collaboration with the librarians at its Library Paulo Mendes de Almeida. The history
of the library and the museum is tied to one librarian, who has been working at the
institution. Responsible for the documents and books collection since its beginning,
Maria Rossi is a legendary figure, the one who knows most about the history of the
museum.
Four sound pieces were edited from recorded conversations with her. In one of them
Rossi describes her work as archivist, when she narrates the constitution of the library
and the museum. In a second piece she describes the contents in the shelves and the
collected materials. In another track she adopts a curatorial tone, making a spontaneous
announcement of what she expects the exhibition to be, in a call for the public to attend
the installation Restricted Area and the library space.
A fourth sound piece was installed amongst the library shelves. An edition of Maria
interjections, – such as self-censorship, laughs, indications of suspense and surprises,
with parts where she asks not to be quoted, are played without its context and facts.
This polyphonic piece was placed in an area named “restricted area”, where private
dossiers of a director are kept, indicating the tension between private and public at the
place.
A floor plan was designed by another librarian, Léia Catoni, especially for the project.
It announces the contents collected and available for public consultation in a design
applied in the wall. A handout/ flyer about the history of the library and the intervention
were made available.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

__

[2009] Multimidia installation, 15-meters long, with structure/ floor plan in paint and vinyl on
wall, three audiodocumentaries, three headphones, handouts. Sound pieces: Biografia [4’42”];
Projeto Parede [32”]; Questões: Informações [2’]. At the library Paulo Mendes: Area Restrita [2’]:
poliphonic piece in four loudspeakers in shelves; Visita Guiada [4’30”]: sound installation
with earphones and signaling. Audios in collaboration with Jalver Bethônico.

IMAGES
1, 2

General views of installation at Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo, curated by Felipe

3, 4

Details inside the library Paulo Mendes de Almeida, Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo.

Chaimovich.

Photos: Rochelle Costi.
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Telling Histories

3

The project Telling Histories was developed on the history of the Munich Kunstverein
(KVM), using its entire archive and observing the memory of three exhibitions in
particular. To begin developing an interpretation of the institution’s history, the archive
had to be properly organized from the pile of documents stored in the building’s
basement and unavailable to the public. Although referring to a technical procedure,
the arrangement of the material in different collections was an integral part of the
work and an initial drive that lent possible a comprehension about the institution and
drawing its history.
The archived documents were sorted into collections of photographic material,
catalogues, invitations, and posters, then stored separately and identified. The
contents of the document boxes were entered in a database especially built as a tool
for interpreting the Kunstverein. The organized data then allowed for the construction
of narratives about the institution’s history and for the identification of any gaps or
discrepancies in documentation, while showing that replicating reality was unattainable.
Finally, the archive was brought to the exhibition space for display and some of its
compiled collections were made accessible to the public. The database became available
for consultation and wall texts containing fragmentary narratives were assembled from
documents organized, mapped, and interpreted.
_________________________________________________________________________________

1.
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[2003] Installation: prepared / classified archive and edited selected contents; database [in
collaboration with Dário de Moura]; drawings/ wall texts [cut vinyl, in collaboration with
Liam Gillick].

__

IMAGES
1

2

3-6
7

View of photo collection constituted/ prepared from general files.

Database available for public consultation with printed instructions and graphs/ stories. On
the wall: “Storiograph” presents a history of the Kunstverein from its numbers [text by Mabe
Bethônico, design by Liam Gillick].

General views of installation, structures for public consultation of the edited archive.

Installation in progress with list of artists who have exhibited in the Kunstverein. The content
was extracted and organized from the database.

Photos: Amilcar Packer
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Collections Within The Collection

4

The project comprised two installations commissioned in 2004 by Museu de Arte da
Pampulha in Belo Horizonte [Brazil]. In Maiores e Menores Formatos, a surface was
painted in the wall the same size as the largest and smallest original works from
each media kept in the museum’s collection, – painting, drawing, sculpture, tapestry,
print and photography. At the center of each shadow, a description of the work was
reproduced from its records. Well-detailed descriptions of older artworks contrast with
references of works more recently acquired and described only briefly. The collection is
observed from its physical aspects and its institutional history.
The installation Collection of Titles from the Collection is an organization by theme of
all work titles within the museum. Forming a classified vocabulary of titles, proposed
categories were Landscape, People, Religious, Feminine, Numeric, Geometric etc. These
grouped words in lists not necessarily corresponding to the images depicted in the art
works themselves.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2004] – Two installations: Collection of Titles Within the Collection. Vinyl and paint on
wall, 10 meters long. Largest and Smallest Formats. Vinyl and paint on wall, 15 meters
long.

__

1.

IMAGES
1

Collection of Titles Within the Collection, comissioned for the exhibition Obra Colecionada,

2

Detail of Largest and Smallest Formats. “Figurative work composed by, in the foreground,

3

curated by Rodrigo Moura.

woman laying with head down; extended left arm; bent-over right arm; legs bent-over
covered by long dress. At the side, basket with fruits. Floor with scattered fruits”.
Largest and Smallest Formats.

2.

Photos: Eduardo Eckenfels.
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Archive In Dialogue

5

Invited by the Museum of Image and Sound of São Paulo to activate the archives of the
institution, this project was made collaboratively with Joerg Bader, artist and curator.
The resulting work was an exhibition with two films. For the construction of Juparassu,
the fiction “A noiva da casa azul” [The bride from the blue house, by Murilo Rubião] was
a starting point to selecting photos from the museum’s collection. An interpretation
of the text is narrated and put in relation to images, which barely illustrate the text
and often diverge from its lines. In this short story the changing landscape during the
character’s travel is related to the loss of memory and the impossibility of capturing
time. In the fantastic realism of a sudden failed meeting. We recognize what an archive
may be, the illusion that materials can contain the presence of something unachievable
as the past.
In Por Causa de um Beijo [Because of a Kiss], images were selected from the television
and cinema photo collection and dialogues were written entirely with titles of films
existing in the museum. The intonation of the actors reading the text is a fight against
the lack of sense, the difficulty of making titles sound like conversation lines. Within its
theatricality, it is a reflection on how accumulated documents meet, in systems that are
hardly defining them.
_________________________________________________________________________________

1.
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[2010] Juparassu, video [8’]. Because of a Kiss, video [7’]. Edited by Giuliano Scandiuzzi.
Audio: Jalver Bethônico. Voice: Marco Nepomuceno and Thaís Araújo. Images from the
photo archive of MIS-SP.

__

IMAGES
1-6

Film frames from Juparassu, Mabe Bethônico and Joerg Bader, 8’ . Commisioned by the
Museum of Image and Sound, São Paulo.
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StoneStatements Editions

2

Lessons of Another World

3

Les Nervures

StoneStatements Editions • 4
Lessons of Another World • 12
Les Nervures • 22

4
Mineral Elite: Learning Cabinet

6

Museum Of Public Concerns

7
8
9
10

Mineral Elite: Learning Cabinet • 26
Museum of Public Concerns • 30
World of Matter • 34
Museumuseu • 38
Glossary and Around one thousand pieces • 42
Itinerant Module of The Soap Museum • 46
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Let It Out/ Out-Let
Written Works And Inscriptions

1

Exhibition organised by Mabe Bethônico, gathering works dealing with written and
spoken words. Evolving from the visual representation of language, the show included
printed, drawn, filmed, photographed or installed text and sound pieces. The exhibition
presented a number of works by Mabe Bethônico from different epochs and medias.
Avoiding the idea of a retrospective, the works were put in relation to other voices and
anchored dialogues with other artists. Part of the show was the launch of the book How
Mabe Bethônico travelled the Caatinga, etc., with reading and projection.
“The work of Waltercio Caldas brings a suspended word in a sculpture in steel, its
projection is seen as a shadow. A group of figurative prints by Paulo Roberto Lisboa
contains a type of scribble, and his inscribed titles refer to stories. A new project by
Daniel Bilac evokes recent protests in Belo Horizonte in enormous typographic fonts.
Suzana Bastos inscribes a word on marble, fix as a tombstone, while Rochelle Costi
disposes of provisory texts as photographic pretexts. Literary quotations are in the centre
of drawings by Liliane Dardot and in the photographic series by João Castilho, which
stresses the issue of translation. Castilho also proposes a Manifest about photography,
while Nuno Ramos fictionalizes processes in two installations and books with essays
and short stories. In one of the pieces, Ramos constructs a text in Braille, composed
in great scale, emphasizing the visuality of this tactile system. Nazareno writes and
draws compositions as fragmented stories and also shows narratives. Daniel Escobar
announces in an electronic placard and reproduces lottery systems in embroidery. He
also appropriates of printed material, using books to reveal illustrations as complex
narratives, while Isaura Pena draws guidelines as if to receive writing between its lines,
–she writes structures for texts.” [Release material, M.B.]

1.

_________________________________________________________________________________
[2014 - 15] Let it Out/ Out – Let: Obras escritas e inscrições de história. Mabe Bethônico with
Suzana Bastos, Daniel Bilac, Waltercio Caldas, João Castilho, Rochelle Costi, Liliane Dardot,
Daniel Escobar, Paulo Roberto Lisboa, Nazareno, Isaura Pena, Nuno Ramos. Galeria Celma
Albuquerque, Belo Horizonte, Brazil.
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IMAGES

__

1

Glossary, Mabe Bethônico, 2005. 54 stamps, variable sizes, inkpads, paper.

3

General view of gallery with Nuno Ramos installation Breu in the forefront.

2
4
5

6

Alphabet, Mabe Bethônico, 1993. Etched steel plates, 60x50cm each, 3,60 x 2m installation.
Detail of publication União Cultural Ibirapuera and audio recordings captured during events
at the 28th Bienal de São Paulo.

Livro de Mim, Mabe Bethônico, 2014. Framed facsimile of essay published in the Journal

Suplemento Literário number 83, May 2002, pages 16 and 17. Box containing bandages and
letters in paper.

Voltem p/ suas casas [Return to your Homes], Daniel Bilac, 2014. Printed text on paper,
reproducing a police order during protests related to the World Cup in Belo Horizonte.
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Strategies Of Failure

2

This was a two-day public event comprising of 25 talks and performances, organised
collectively and derived from discussions around the issue of Failure. Gathering
interlocutors from different areas of knowledge at the Museu de Arte da Pampulha,
the event approached failure as constituent element for reflexion and materialisation,
taken from a critical perspective in contemporary art and theory.
The project resulted from a one-year postgraduate discipline at the Fine Art School
of UFMG, called “Laboratory of dialogue as practice”, offered by Mabe Bethônico. The
working group elaborated its core discussions and connected collaborators and guests.
Smaller events took place along the year of work, staged in different venues.
_________________________________________________________________________________

1.

[2009] Coordination: Mabe Bethônico
Organisation: Mabe Bethônico and Alexandre Sequeira, Angélica Oliveira, Camila da Mata,
Camila Ferreira, Ines Linke, João Castilho, Marco Antonio Mota.
Guests: Francisco Magalhães (artist, director of Museu Mineiro), Clarissa Alcântara (artist),
Wellington Cançado e Renata Marquez (arquitect/ UFMG), Paulo Nazareth (artist),
Helton Adverse (philosopher/ UFMG), Luis Alberto Brandão (writer/ UFMG), Luzia Gontijo
(Coordinator at Guignard/ UEMG), Maria Esther Maciel (writer/ UFMG), Marta Neves
(artist), Rodrigo Duarte (philosopher/ UFMG).
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2.

__

IMAGES
1

2
3

Reading by Camila Gomes. Acervo de impermanência [Impermanence Archive].

Presentation by Rodrigo Duarte, Nova música, a configuração de um fracasso? [New music,
the configuration of a failure?].

Presentation by Francisco Magalhães, Biografias de amor e fracasso [Biographies of love and
failure].
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3.
105

3

Mabe Bethônico: Documents
Making Public The Construction Of Memory
This book is organised by the artist and edited in collaboration with curator and
researcher Ana Pato, author of the preface. The volume has three unpublished new
texts by Anselm Jappe, Joerg Bader and Gabriel Ferreira Zacarias, together with other
materials, chosen and classified. – Amongst these are essays from curators, critics and
the artist, institutional texts and diagrams that form or organise her production. Ana
Pato calls attention to the strategy of elaborating the publication, which converge to
the idea of archiving. The book includes a folded cover/ poster with photographs on
one side and a map of museumuseu in its interior, an insert brings the diagrams of The
Collector and Men and the Winds.
The volume presents works dealing with construction of information and narrations
from archives and collections, and those works dealing with questions of mineral
exploitation, –observing workers, minerals and their representation in institutions.
Jappe says, “it is not about visually integrating what is invisible in the official culture,
but to open discussion about what is not visible in the collective memory”. The concept
of archive in the works is discussed by Gabriel Zacarias, Brazilian professor of Art History
in São Paulo. He notes “from archival operations she turns to art institutions, deviating
the institutional discourse beyond its usual frame, originating counter-narratives and
establishing other meanings for places of memory.” For Joerg Bader, director of the
Centre de la Photographie Genève, Mabe’s resorting to archives is “a way to avoid the
constant oblivion produced by cognitive capitalism, which affects human consciousness
to such an extent that amnesia becomes the hidden engine of contemporary culture”.

1.

_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2017-18] Mabe Bethônico: Documents: Making Public the Construction of Memory
Organisation and edition: Ana Pato and Mabe Bethônico.
Edition: Videobrasil, with support of Lei Municipal de Incentivo à Cultura de Belo Horizonte.
Design: Elaine Ramos
Preface: Ana Pato.
Documents by various authors and the artist, new texts by Anselm Jappe, Joerg Bader and
Gabriel Ferreira Zacarias.
176 pages.
Volume in Portuguese: ISBN 9788599277126
Volume in English: ISBN: 9788599277119

2.

__
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2
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4
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6

Museum Of Public Concerns

7
8
9
10

Mineral Elite: Learning Cabinet • 26
Museum of Public Concerns • 30
World of Matter • 34
Museumuseu • 38
Glossary and Around one thousand pieces • 42
Itinerant Module of The Soap Museum • 46
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World Of Matter
museumuseu
Glossary
Itinerant Module Of The Soap Museum

11
12

Mineral Invisibility

13

Women In The Mines Of All Kinds

14

Cadernos Minerarios

15

Extracts

16

Distinctive Geological Characters

Mineral Invisibility • 50
Women in the Mines of All Kinds • 54
Cadernos Minerários • 58
Extracts • 62
Distinctive Geological Characters • 68

17

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

19

GEOLOGIC ACTIVATIONS

18

INSTITUTIONAL DIALOGUES: COLLABORATING HOSTS

20
21

Wanda Svevo Archive Campaign

22

Restricted Area

23

Telling Histories

24

Collections Within The Collection

25

Archive In Dialogue

Wanda Svevo Archive Campaign • 76
Restricted Area • 82
Telling Histories • 86
Collections within the Collection • 90
Archive in Dialogue • 94
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29
31
32
33

Let It Out/ Out-Let
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Strategies Of Failure
Mabe Bethônico: Documents

Let It Out/ Out-Let [Written Works and Inscriptions] • 100
Strategies of Failure (programme) • 104
Mabe Bethônico: Documents • 106

–
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39
40
41
42
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44
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NARRATIONS: TRANSMISSION AS EVENT
Extraordinary Mineral StoriesExtraordinary

Mineral Stories (performed reading and exhibition) • 110
Closer Than Cafundó
Closer Than Cafundó (performed reading) • 114
One Traveller After Another One Traveller After Another (performed reading and exhibition) • 118
Ibirapuera Cultural Union
Ibirapuera Cultural Union (exhibition and programme) • 124
Luciana
Luciana (exhibition and programme) • 128
Everyone Can Do Nothing
Everyone Can do Nothing (outdoor photograph, fictional book cover) • 132
On Dust
On Dust (printed story) • 134
The Collector
The Collector (performing a collection) • 136
T.S.
TS (a book to become an exhibition) • 142

PUBLICATIONS LIST
108

109

–
–
–
–

1

Extraordinary Mineral Stories
Minerals are protagonists in this multiform editorial project, which is developed in
various chapters, as a saga. The Prologue of this project was presented and supported by
the 20th Festival de Arte Contemporânea Sesc_Videobrasil, happened in Sesc Pompéia,
São Paulo, in 2017. It comprised of an exhibition with readings.
A chain of stories deriving from science fiction literature is combined with facts and
documents from Brazilian history linked to the exploitation of minerals. Images forming
this first part of the project derive mainly from the collections of Maison d’Ailleurs [the
science fiction museum at Yverdon-les-Bains], FIGU [Free Community for Interests for
Borders and Spiritual Sciences and Ufological Studies],–which is Billy Meier’s archive
in Hinterschmidrüti, the Eisenbibliothek Georg Fischer [Schaffhausen] and the Musée
d’Ethnographie de Genève [Geneva].
Minerals are searched, encountered or imagined in the ground and beyond the sky,
emphacising the ambition, mythology and invention within mineral exploitation.
When imagining colonising other worlds in view of the end of Earth’s resources, endless
exploitations of the outerspace are reproduced, in which the presence of richeness
to be exploited by incredible machines and amazing technologies are projected. This
myth is reassured by the collection of Billy Meier, a Swiss farmer who has the largest
photographic archive of flying objects, and who keeps a metal alloy as the ultimate
proof of his contacts with the Pleiadians. We also observe narrations about meteorites,
– enveloped by their mysterious provenance and stories around their finding and
collecting.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2017–] “Prologue”: Live and recorded performed conference [25”] . Photographs and clipping
from Billy Meier and FIGU archive [flyer with Portuguese translation]. Video “Contact”:
dir. Larry Savadove, Lee Elders, 1982 [edited version by Victor Galvão]. Animation: Adriane
Puresa. Audio: Jalver Bethônico. Poster in collaboration with Jônio Bethônico, 66x99 cm.

__

1.

IMAGES
1

Perfomance presented in the opening week of the 20th Festival de Arte Contemporânea Sesc_

2, 3

Installation views: 22 Photographs [22x15cm each], facsimile of clippings, flyer and video.

4

Videobrasil, Sesc Pompéia, September 2017. Photo: Everton Ballardin.
Poster announcement [digital print on paper, 66x99 cm].
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2.
111

3.

4.
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Closer Than Cafundó

2

“Closer than Cafundó” approaches the history of mineral exploitation in Brazil. Mining
is a very important factor of Brazilian economy, which is surprisingly neglected in daily
life and hidden in collective visual consciousness and public debate in the biggest mining
state of Brazil, Minas Gerais.
An associative wandering through Brazilian past and present, the piece is a slideshow
in which a loop-narration derives from the meaning of certain indigenous names of
mining towns in MG. The history of decimation of indigenous population and African
slavery in colonial times is mixed with minerals and food, in stories of abandonment
and isolation. The past of Minas Gerais, –from its territorial occupation to its social
configuration, is presented in relation to names, stones, inheritances. The narration
refers to practices in post-mining operations, contrasting with the necessity of land
for the same communities, which in the past have been sacrificed by the eagerness for
precious minerals. The visuals derive from a photographic inventory of a “supermarket”
for semi-precious stones in MG’s capital Belo Horizonte, and of collections of beans and
earth on the research campus of Viçosa. Three images are courtesy of a member of the
indigenous people Maxacali (Suely Maxacali). The work is also presented in the form of
performed conferences, – readings along with two musicians.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2015] 25” reading with projection and live music. Prerecorded video in loop, 2015. Audio
in collaboration with Rogério Vasconcelos and Jalver Bethônico. Text and images: Mabe
Bethônico, except three photos by and courtesy of Suely and Isael Maxacali.

__

IMAGES
1, 2

Performed reading at Sesc BH – Seminar “Vorazes Apreciadores de Terra”, 2016, with Rogério

3, 4

Posters announcing performances at the event Vorazes Apreciadores de Terra, Sesc BH, 2016

Vasconcelos and Jalver Bethônico.

and at Prêmio Marcantonio Vilaça, Museu de Arte Contemporânea de São Paulo, 2015. Digital
print, 60 x 90 cm. In collaboration with Jônio Bethônico.
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3

One Traveller After Another
Project built from the archives of the Swiss geographer Edgar Aubert de la Rüe (1901–1991)
at the Geneva Ethnography Museum. He travelled to Brazil’s caatinga scrubland region
in 1953 on a geological mission for UNESCO and wrote an account of his apprehensions
about the journey for a publication. The book published by Gallimard became a best
seller in France and remained unknown in Brazil until Bethônico—who did not have
previous knowledge of the French language— undertook its translation for a project she
named Um viajante depois do outro [One traveller after another]. At the same time,
studies about De la Rüe in the archives of MEG and the scientific investigations and
photographs enabled an understanding of the history of his life and work.
Edições Capacete published the translation, and subsequent readings of this book
combined with accounts about the author’s archive yielded narrative performances. In
2015, Bethônico travelled along part of the route described in De la Rüe’s travelogue and
produced a photographic essay under the title Caatingas: a journey southwest from Natal,
passing through Santa Cruz and Currais Novos to Seridó in Paraíba, and then northward to
Fortaleza passing through Caicó, Apodi, Areia Branca, in the coastal region, and Mossoró.
Bethônico’s investigation relocated in an exhibition space brought together images from
De la Rüe’s photographic collection presented in dialogue with the translated book. The
exhibition peruses the traveller’s interests while seeking to make out that strange and
foreign caatinga he surveyed.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2013–] BOOK: Mabe Bethônico. How Mabe Bethônico travelled the caatinga region,
in Switzerland, through the archives of traveller-author Edgar Aubert de la Rüe, and
learned the French language from Brésil Aride (La vie dans la caatinga) in the process of
translating this geological study of Northeast Brazil, which De la Rüe visited on a Unesco
mission to locate mineral deposits in 1953–4, consisting of a map of the mines with focus
on human geography and photography, showing landscapes, occupations, and lifeways in
the Polígono das Secas (drought-stricken region). Rio de Janeiro: Editora Capacete, 2014.
INSTALLATION: photographs [variable sizes], video, screenings, books, posters. Video:
Biography and Landscape, 6’, 2017. Performed narratives, approx. 30’.

__

IMAGES
1
Posters announcing performances/ readings. Digital print on paper, 60 x 90 cm. Mabe
Bethônico and Jônio Bethônico.
2
Installation at Galeria Celma Albuquerque, Belo Horizonte, 2014, Let it out/ Out-let.
3
Reading at conference “Embodied archaelogy of architecture and landscape”. Tel Aviv
Museum, 2013.
4
Detail of book “De como Mabe Bethônico percorreu a caatinga na Suíça...”.
5
Edition containing album “Végetations”, de Edgar Aubert de la Rüe with book highlighted
with inserts.
6
Detail of series “Markets”; projection and photos. Marilia Razuk Gallery, São Paulo, 2016, in
Notícias de Viagens à Caatinga, curated by Ana Paula Cohen.
7
Detail of series “Volcanoes”. Marilia Razuk Gallery, São Paulo, 2016.
8
Close up of series “Winds” ; photos and book highlighted with inserts. Marilia Razuk Gallery,
São Paulo, 2016.
9
Installation of the series “Fences”; projection, printed photographs and book: Uma extensa
definição de cerca, substantivo feminino. Editora Ikrek, São Paulo 5 copies. Mabe Bethônico,
2019. Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo, in the frame of Panorama da Arte Brasileira –
2019. Photo Nelson Kon
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Ibirapuera Cultural Union

4

The Ibirapuera Cultural Union project is a continuation of research, initiated in 2016,
in the Fundação Bienal de São Paulo’s Wanda Svevo Archive. A document dated 1958
found in the archive heralded an “Ibirapuera Cultural Union” that was to gather different
institutions located in Ibirapuera Park at that time so that they could act autonomously
in administrative matters concerning the municipal government. Actual articulation
failed to materialize but the institutions retain their aspirations for autonomous
initiatives in relation to the municipal administration even today.
Neighbours noted that the Fundação Bienal had historically shown little or no
commitment to the dynamic of conserving the park. At the 28th Bienal de São Paulo,
the Ibirapuera Cultural Union project symbolically performed the enunciation of the
original “Union.” By researching and discussing the past and present of the complex
institutional fabric that sustains the park and is crucial for its existence as we know
it, the infrastructure of park-keeping measures that remain invisible to the public was
revealed.
The constitution of the “Union” was done by configuring a space of debate, a program of
lectures or talks delivered by collaborators from different fields of knowledge, all act- ing
in or around Ibirapuera, while organizing public conferences or events and formulating
an editorial project. The third issue of museumuseu’s journal carried news clippings and
documents from different periods in the history of the park and collections held by its
institutions.

1.

_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2008–] Lecture series União Ibirapuera [program with 26 guests, from 26/10 to 06/12/2008];
museumuseu Newsletter, n. 3, 2008; Editorial Project museumuseu [26 booklets, laser print
on paper and cover]; Conference museumuseu [within the event “História como matéria
flexível,” org. Ana Paula Cohen].

__

IMAGES
1

Newsletter museumuseu, n.3, 2008. 32 pages. Ed.: Mabe Bethônico. Design: Jônio Bethônico.

3, 4

Lecture series, Ibirapuera Cultural Union, 30 presentations by 26 guests, from 26/10/ to 06/

2

Detail, cut up insert for fitting the images throughout the publication.

12/ 2008. In the images: Felipe Chaimovich discussing his work as curator at the Museum of

Modern Art São Paulo and Paulo Gomes Varela presenting the history of the Planetarium.
5

Photos: Amilcar Packer.

Editorial project, 26 books in A5 format, Laser print in newsprint paper, unique edition,
unpublished. Photo: Amilcar Packer.
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5

Luciana
Luciana was developed from researching at Cemig, the electricity company of Belo
Horizonte. From a speculation on the issue of light as a theme, it comprised of a
magazine, a series of lectures and an installation.
The magazine Luciana contains a collection of texts by invited specialists, –real and
fictional, who collaborated by writing on a diversity of aspects of light. Light was
approached from different meanings, looking at various possibilities of the word, except
the electrical light: Illuminism, Lumière Brothers, Saint Luzia, comics’ heroes who have
light as their power, inner light and shadow, fireflies, etc. The keywords arrived from
photographing books in the library of the company. Within technical volumes, with no
room for fictional literature and leisure, the dictionaries revealed us a world of poetic
meanings to the element of light. A visual essay in the middle of the magazine brings a
series of photographs of those readings.
Three lectures were promoted, which were recorded and played in video format at the
exhibition. In Quando o Sol Sobe à Cabeça [When the sun hits the head] hairdresser
Ray Teixeira, discussed the chemistry of blondness. In A Aurora da Vida [The dawn of
life] pediatrician Tânia Felix sees birth as an arrival to light. And in A Luz da Empresa
no Interior do Indivíduo [The light of the enterprise inside the individual] businessman
Hélcio Padrão discusses the light of a Company being the inner light of its workers.
Inside the library an installation took the form of book covers for a 24-volume collection.
The Boletim Pluviométrico reveals in its outside the content from within another volume
from the library, a picture and the word Vagalume [firefly], reminding of a world outside
the closed library.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2005] Magazine, various authors, 56 pages, edition of five, high quality laser print on
couchê paper. Installation: four exemplars of Luciana; video with lectures 20’; poster;
collection of 24 book covers [color printed in laserfilm].

__

1.

IMAGES
1

General view of the installation. Project part of the exhibition Identificador, with Roberto

2

Lecture program being presented in the company’s auditorium.

3, 4

5-7

Bethônico and Nydia Negromonte. Photo Miguel Aun.

Covered books in the library of Cemig and being mounted at installation.
Details of Luciana magazine.
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Everyone Can Do Nothing

6

This project presented a large image in a façade of the city Louvain-la-Neuve in which a
female figure presents a book with an image on its cover. It was commissioned for the
9th Biennale d’art contemporain entitled Oh les Beaux Jours! Pour une esthétique des
moyens disponibles, curated by Joël Benzakin and Angel Vergara.
This imaginary book is exposed in the manner of a publicity campaign, which always
stimulates people to work more and better. In the opposite direction, the title of the
book shown proposes to stop working and to think what could be life without work. In
the near future, we will need to confront the decrease of work and this will become a
collective issue. We will need to do nothing and we can do nothing about it.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[2017] - Outdoor panel with laser print on mounted paper, 3,80x2m.

__

IMAGE
1

View of the work at the Auditoire Croix du Sud during biennale9be, Louvain-la-Neuve.
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1.
133

On Dust

7

An edition of ten shirts with a printed short story written by the artist was sent to a
number of people. In reference to the story, people were invited to wash the shirt, –
which erased the text, and to return it by post. The few ones that were sent back were
reprinted and sent to others and so forth; a single shirt remained from the process.
The writing is set in a mining town and it refers to the work of clearing the dust from
home and from the body. Individual anxieties are reflected in the whitening of clothes
in long processes; there is a character coming to terms with an extractive industry that
consumes landscape, the living place and the minds of people.
_________________________________________________________________________________
[1998] Cotton shirt with printed text inside. Portuguese version.
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__

IMAGES
1, 2

Installation at Galeria Celma Albuquerque, Belo Horizonte, Brazil, exhibition Let it out/ Outlet, 2014. Photo: Daniel Mansur.

134

2.
135

The Collector

8

The construction of the character named O Colecionador [The Collector] started in 1996
with the daily practice of cutting newspaper images, which are grouped and classified
by theme, focusing on buildings, houses, or cities undergoing visible transformation:
those that had been destroyed by wars, accidents, natural disasters, etc., or had been
corroded, or abandoned, or yet were at different stages of building or rebuilding. A large
chapter within the collection is made with images of flowers, classified by colors. The
archive is organized in thematic folders with divisions and subdivisions named.
The collection is exhibited in glass cases and made available for public consultation in
a library or archive environment. The content is mapped in a structure or thematic list
that serves as visual guide for the overall files. Visitors are encouraged to handle folders
and contribute clippings to the collection, thus causing the character to be interpreted
by different people, depending on the work’s circulation. Usually, while the collection is
on display in libraries, someone in charge of the newspaper / journal section takes over
as collector. Since the acquisition of O Colecionador by Pinacoteca do Estado de São
Paulo in 2014, the character has been kept “alive” by the museum staff that continues
to build up the collection.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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[1996–] INSTALLATION: twelve cardboard boxes [each measuring 47 × 34 × 6.5 cm] with
newspaper clippings in polystyrene envelopes, and stamped / sorted paper folders; map of
the collection and quotations in vinyl lettering on the wall. Pinacoteca do Estado de São
Paulo Collection.

__

1.

IMAGES
1, 2

3

4
5

6
7-9

Installation at Biblioteca Nacional, Buenos Aires, 2004. Part of the exhibition Subversiones

Diarias, Malba (Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires), curated by Ana Paula
Cohen.

Detail of Box IV – Destruction: Women and Destruction.

Detail of Box XXI – Flowers: Orange. Installation view at Galeria Raquel Arnaud, São Paulo,
2012, in A revolução tem que ser feita pouco a pouco, curated by Jacopo Crivelli .
Detail of Box XXI – Flowers: Fucsia.

Detail of Box II – Destruction : Rooftops. Installation view at Museu de Arte da Pampulha,
2002, O Colecionador, curated by Andriano Pedrosa.

Details of the collection at the library of Museu de Arte da Pampulha, 2002.
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T.S.

9

This book illustrates the story of anonymity in contrast with one of the most known
narratives related to the integration of a foreigner artwork in the context of Brazilian
art. It deals with the trajectory of painter T.S., passionate about Brazil, in contrast with
the famous case of Unidade Tripartida by Max Bill, which received the acquisition prize in
the I São Paulo Biennial, with the reluctance of the artist in leaving it in Brazil.
Taking as a point of tangency the fact that both artists were Swiss, the book connects
opposite directions to illustrate incidental situations, which diverge the possibilities
between remembering and forgetting.
The book documents T.S.’s career by reproducing images from catalogues, news and
photographs, but every time the name of the artist is mentioned it is covered in white.
Not in black, for censorship, but white as the lack of information. More than attending
the need to rescue the existence of an artist neglected by the art system, the book is
about an accumulation of incidents, detours, limitations, lacks or choices, which can
converge to the disappearance of the public image.
(Extract from review written by Denise Gadelha, published in Zoom Magasine,
18/12/2017: Best Brazilian Photo Books, 2017)
_________________________________________________________________________________
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T.S.
Author: Mabe Bethônico
Publisher: Ikrek
Language: Portuguese and English
Pages: 128
Size: 16 x 23.5
Binding: Hardcover
ISBN: 9788567769127
500 numbered copies
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15

Extracts
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Archive In Dialogue
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Mineral Stories (performed reading and exhibition) • 110
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1

Research Leadership – Selected Financed Projects

1. Memory, Mimesis and Amnesia. Implementation and coordination of Research
Lab. [2003 – 2013].
Financed by FAPEMIG/ 4 approved 2-year projects [including in total 15 research
scholarships for BA students with engagement of Master students and guests]
Aims: Dealing with memory, its institutions and mechanisms, the works focused on
reading, questioning and deforming museological dynamics, – archives and collections,
their administration, organization and display modes. Assuming scientific production
in the field of contemporary art as integral to practices of teaching, while establishing
ways of dialogue and collaboration with different areas of knowledge, we acted for
transmission, creating websites and journals, exhibitions, debates and conferences. The
projects involved multiple collaborators and students and allowed the construction of
a productive research lab.
2. Museum of Public Concerns [Museu dos Assuntos Públicos]. [2013-2015].
Financed by FAPEMIG / 2-year project [including 3 research scholarships]

Organization of Conferences
1. L’Efffondrement des Alpes – Journées d’étude, organized with ESAAA – École
Superieure d’Art Annecy Alpes et Centre de la Photographie Genève. [2018-2019]
2. Extraordinary Mineral Dialogues, Sesc Pompeia, São Paulo. [2017]
3. Circumstances of the Biographic [collab. Eduardo de Jesus], Memorial Minas Gerais
Vale, Belo Horizonte. [2015]
4. Talk: John Stezaker, Centre de la Photographie Genève. [2013]
5. Provisões: WORLD OF MATTER. A Visual Conference, Museu de Arte da Pampulha,
Belo Horizonte. [2012]
6. Dialogues: Strategies of Failure, Museu de Arte da Pampulha, Belo Horizonte.
[2009]
7. Ibirapuera Cultural Union, 28a Bienal de São Paulo – Fundação Bienal de São Paulo.
[2008]
8. The Voice Institution, Fine Art School of UFMG, Belo Horizonte. [2007]
9. Revista Luciana, Cemig Auditorium, Belo Horizonte. [2005]

Aims: Constructing collaboratively a “platform-museum” in form of a number of
actions and a platform for alternative memory of Minas Gerais. Project involving criticaltheoretical studies and documenting processes. General/ initial presentation: https://
www.visibleproject.org/blog/project/museum-of-public-concerns/
3. World of Matter: Visions of Global Resource Circulation. A Collaborative art,
research and exhibition project by international artists and theoreticians. 2009 – 2017.
Financed by Institute for Theory [ZHdK], Zurique, Visual Dept. at Goldsmiths
College, London and others, including UFMG, FAPEMIG and CNPq. Students involved:
Bachelors [3]; Masters [1].

PUBLICATIONS LIST

Aims: World of Matter was an international art and media project investigating primary
materials [fossil, mineral, agrarian, maritime] and the complex ecologies of which they
are a part. The project responds to the urgent need for new forms of representation
that shift resource-related debates from a market driven domain to open platforms
for engaged public discourse. Participants: Mabe Bethônico; Ursula Biemann; Helge
Mooshammer; Peter Mörtenböck; Emily E. Scott; Paulo Tavares; Lonnie van Brummelen;
Siebren de Haan & guests.
http://www.worldofmatter.net/
Collection of Haus für elektronische Künste in Basel (HeK) since 2019.

__
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Publications
ARTICLES IN ACADEMIC MAGAZINES
1. Perguntar é saber: Meta-Arquivo 1964-1985. PATO, A. M. P.; BETHÔNICO, M. MODOS:
Revista de História da Arte, Campinas, SP, v. 4, n. 2, p. 290–299, 2020. DOI: 10.24978/
mod.v4i2.4587. online version here.
2. Museum of Public Concerns: Mining speeches. Black Out Journal, Art Work[Ers]
research group of the ECAV–École
cantonale d’art du Valais/Sierre, ed.
Martini, Federica & Nüssli, Christof, p. 25 - 36, 12 dez. 2017. [with GALVÃO,V.]
3. Portifolio. Marges, Visual Arts Dept. Université de Paris et Vincennes, France, v. 25, p.
181-196, 2017. [visual works with article by Gabriel Ferreira Zacarias]
4. Incision and Encounter: John Stezaker, Essay. ARS, Universidade de São Paulo, v. 15, p.
8-27, 2017. [online version here]
5. Interview with Carlos Nader. Pós: Revista do Programa de Pós-Graduação em Artes,
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, v. v.6, p. 110-119, 2016. [with JESUS, Eduardo]
[online version here]
6. Editorial. Pós: Revista do Programa de Pós-Graduação em Artes, Universidade Federal
de Minas Gerais, v. 6, p. 1-11, 2016. [with JESUS, Eduardo] [online version here]
7. Mabe Bethônico in dialogue with Emerson Dionísio. Revista Museologia &
Interdisciplinaridade, Universidade de Brasília, v. 3, p. 247-251, 2014. [Article with
OLIVEIRA, E. D. G.] [online version here]
8. Caracteres Geológicos Peculiares. Pós: Revista do Programa de Pós-Graduação em
Artes, BH, p. 152 - 159, 01 maio 2012. [online version here]
9. Patrimônio Ideológico. Revista Valise do Programa de Pós-Graduação em Artes da
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, v. 1, p. 15-25, 2011. [with Fonte Boa, M.]
[online version here]
10. The Photograph of the Portrait. Novembre Magasine, École Cantonale d’Art de
Lausanne, v. 2, p. 145-150, 2010.
11. Passeriformes. Minas Gerais. Suplemento Literário, Imprensa Oficial de Minas Gerais,
v. 1313, p. 12-17, 2008. [with BADER, J.] [online version here]
12. museumuseu na 27ª. Bienal de SP | Insert, Pós: Revista do Programa de Pós-Graduação
em Artes, BH, p. 145 - 146, 01 maio 2008.
13. Lugares: A Rua Peru é Linda [p. 95-98] & Mapeamento: A Rua Peru é Linda [p. 33-35].
Revista Ar, Unileste Centro Universitário do Leste de Minas Gerais, v. 2, 2006.

PUBLICATIONS LIST

BOOKS/ MONOGRAPHS

__

1. BETHÔNICO, Mabe [Editor]
Missing Words for Considering Stones, Rocks, Pebbles and Mountains: A Vocabulary of
Proximity. With contributions by Alan Bogana, Anika Schwarzlose, Anne-Sarah Huet,
A Published Event [Justy Phillips & Margaret Woodward], Brian D. McKenna, Christian
Kosmas Mayer, Christophe Rey, Daniela Zappi, Edwin Gnos, Eric Maeder, Guilherme
Mansur, Ignacio Acosta, Ismaela Zrydaoré, Luísa Azevedo, Mabe Bethônico, Marcos
Reigota, Masha Ru & Alain Chaney, Mônica Meyer, Monika Bakke, Nicolas Crispini,
Quentin Lazzareschi, ὑφή, Wellington Cançado, Simone Cortezão, Xavier Ribas.
StoneStatements Editions, in collaboration with ESAAA éditions, Annecy, 2021.
ISBN: 9791091505277 - English Edition [e-book, available here]
2. BETHÔNICO, Mabe & PATO, Ana
Mabe Bethônico | Document: Making Public the Construction of Memory. Edições
Videobrasil, São Paulo, 2017. ISBN: 9788599277126 - English Edition [online version here]
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ISBN: 9788599277119 - Portuguese Edition [online version here]
3. BETHÔNICO, Mabe
T.S./ Mabe Bethônico. São Paulo, Ikrek Editora, 2017. Coleção Ponto e Vírgula. ISBN
978-85-67769-12-7
4. BETHÔNICO, Mabe & JESUS, Eduardo [Editors]
Revista Pós: Biografia> V. 6, N. 11: MAI, 2016. ISSN: 1982-9507/ ISSN electronic: 22382046 [online version here]
5. BETHÔNICO, Mabe
De como Mabe Bethônico percorreu a caatinga na Suíça, nos arquivos do autor
viajante Edgar Aubert de la Rüe, e aprendeu francês, o idioma da obra - Brésil Aride La
vie dans la caatinga, no processo de tradução deste relato geológico sobre o Nordeste
do Brasil, visitado em missão da Unesco para a localização de riquezas minerais em
1953-4, que constitui um mapa das minas, com interesses pela geografia humana
Edições Capacete, Rio de Janeiro, 2014. ISBN 978-85-6537-09-6
6. BETHÔNICO, Mabe [Editor]
Provisões – Uma conferência visual [ World of Matter]
With contributions by Mabe Bethônico, Ursula Biemann, Elaine Gan, Rogério
Haesbaert, Renata Marquez, Uwe H. Martin & Frauke Huber, Peter Mörtenböck &
Helge Mooshammer, José Augusto Pádua, Emily E. Scott, Paulo Tavares, Lonnie van
Brummelen & Sieren de Haan, Kaka Werá;
Instituto Cidades Criativas /ICC, Belo Horizonte, 2013. ISBN 978-85-61659-24-0
Book-Launch at the Maldives Pavilion – Geveruti Foundation, Venice Biennial, May 31 2013.
7. BETHÔNICO, Mabe
Caracteres Geológicos Peculiares. Belo Horizonte, 2007. [artist book, with audio,
limited edition, produced for the Biennial Encuentro Internacional de Medellin, 2007.
60 p.].
8. BETHÔNICO, Mabe [Editor]
Luciana, 2006. [artist book, limited edition, 60 p.].
JOURNALS
1. SAUZEDDE, Stéphane; BETHÔNICO, Mabe & others [Editors]
Effondrement des Alpes, Annecy, 2019. ISBN 979-10-91505-23-9
2. BETHÔNICO, Mabe & COHEN, Ana Paula [Editors]
museumuseu. Year 01, n. 01, São Paulo, October 2006. [online version here]
3. BETHÔNICO, Mabe
museumuseu. Year 03, n. 03, São Paulo, October 2008.

PUBLICATIONS LIST

CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS AND CATALOGUES

__

1. Maura Grimaldi. In: Museu de Arte da Pampulha e Fundação Municipal de Cultura de
BH. [Org.]. Bolsa Pampulha 2016/17. 01ed.BH: MAP, 2017, v. 01, p. 116-117.
2. Adriana Aranha. In: Museu de Arte da Pampulha; Fundação Municipal de Cultura de
BH. [Org.]. Bolsa Pampulha 2016/17. 01ed.BH: MAP, 2017, v. 01, p. 32-33.
3. Pedro Vieira & Thiago Honório. In: Fundação Municipal de Cutura de BH; Museu de
Arte da Pampulha. [Org.]. Bolsa Pampulha 2015/2016. 01 ed.BH: MAP, 2017, v. 01, p.
130-131.
4. Closer than Cafundó. In: James Brady. [Org.]. Elemental: an arts and ecology reader.
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01ed.NY: Cornerhouse publications, 2016, v. 01, p. 20-23.
5. Flying over mined areas. In: Inke Arns. [Org.]. World of Matter. 1ed.London: Sternberg
Press, 2015, v. 1, p. 85-92.
6. Invisibilidade Mineral. In: Mabe Bethônico. [Org.]. Provisões: Uma conferência Visual.
1ed.Belo Horizonte: instituto Cidades Criativas - ICC, 2013, v. 01, p. 212-233.
7. Ficção Institucional como plataforma de encontro. In: Maria de Fátima Morethy Couto
& Sylvia Helena Furegatti. [Org.]. Espaços da Arte Contemporânea. 1ed. São Paulo:
Alameda, 2013, v. 1, p. 267-279.
8. A mesma paisagem, inventada e destruída pela fotografia. In: Renata Marquez. [Org.].
Museu: Observatório - Eduardo Coimbra. 1ed.BH: Museu de Arte da Pampulha, 2012,
v. 1, p. 7-120.
9. A formação do artista no Brasil: Bolsa Pampulha e outros Programas. In: Ana Paula
Cohen. [Org.]. Bolsa Pampulha 2010/ 2011. 1ed.BH: MAP, 2011, v. 1, p. 40-57.
10. Museu das Águas de Rio Acima. In: Alexandre Dias Ramos. [Org.]. Sobre o Ofício do
Curador. 1ª. ed. Porto Alegre: Zouk Editora, 2010, v. 01, p. 113-136.
11. Telling Histories. In: Maria do Carmo de Freitas Veneroso e Maria Angélica Melendi.
[Org.]. Diálogos entre linguagens: artes plásticas, cinema, artes cênicas. 1aed.BH: C/
Arte Editora, 2009, v. 1, p. 167-174.
12. Wanda Svevo I, II, III in: 28B Journal of 28th São Paulo Biennial.
13. Bildessay von Mabe Bethônico. In: Maria Lind; Soren Grammel; Katharina Schlieben;
Judith Schwarzbart; Ana Paula Cohen; etc. [Org.]. Spring Gesammelte Fall
Drucksachen. Frankfurt am Main: Revolver, 2004, v. 1, p. 195-197.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO MAGAZINES
1. Museum of Public Concerns. OnCurating Magasine issue 34, De-colonising Art
Institutions, Zurich, p. 26 - 30, 04 dec. 2017. [online version here]
2. From Supply Lines to Resource Ecologies - World of Matter. Third Text, Londres, p. 83 86, 10 jan. 2013. [online version here]
3. Invisibilidade Mineral. ELSE Magasine, Musée Elisée, v. 4, p. 56-59, 2012. [with BADER,
J.] [link to announcement here]
4. La forma especial de los caracteres geológicos peculiares. Recibo 10: Observatório
móvel, Florianópolis, TRAPLEV [Org.] p. 10 - 11, 01 jun. 2007.
5. El Coleccionista. Otra Parte - Destrucción, Buenos Aires, p. 63 - 64, 01 may 2006.
6. A Rua Peru é linda. Perdidos no Espaço no V Fórum Social Mundial 2005, Porto Alegre
- RGS, p. 17 - 17, 24 jan. 2005. [online version here]
7. Telling Histories An Archive and Three Case Studies with Contributions By Mabe
Bethônico and Liam Gillick. Newsletter: Drucksache Spring 04, Kunstverein Muenchen
- Munich, p. 16 - 26, 15 apr. 2004.
8. Bildessay von Mabe Bethônico/ Visual Essay by Mabe Bethônico. Newsletter:
Drucksache Fall 03, Kunstverein Muenchen - Munique, p. 1 - 3, 15 oct. 2003.
CONFERENCE PAPERS
1. Perguntas de Ana Pato, respostas de Mabe Bethônico In: IV Seminário Internacional
Arquivos de Museus e Pesquisa: A formação interdisciplinar do documentalista e do
conservador, 2017, SP, v.01. p.211 - 220 / ed. Ana Gonçalves Magalhães; ISBN 978-8594195-15-9 1 [with PATO, A.]
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ORAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

PUBLICATIONS LIST

Besides the following list, many other conferences were presented as artistic
interventions (i.e. Performed Readings), part of exhibitions and seminars etc, in venues
such as The Ujazdowski Castle Centre for Contemporary Art – Warsaw; Nothingham
Contemporary; Concordia University – Montreal; Tel Aviv Museum; São Paulo Biennial;
Museum of Contemporary Art – São Paulo; Museum of Modern Art – São Paulo;
Fundação Joaquim Nabuco – Recife; Sesc Pompeia, São Paulo; Sesc Palladium, Belo
Horizonte; Brasilia University; São Paulo University; amongst others.

__

1. Closer than Cafundó. 11/01/2017. In: The Eros Effect: Art, Solidarity Movements and
the Struggle for Social Justice. Org: Maria Lind/ Tensta Kunsthall, Stockholm.
2. Mais Perto que Cafundó. 18/03/2017. In: O Fim do Mundo. Org. Renata Marquez/
Wellington Cançado e Feira Plana. Pavilhão da Bienal, São Paulo.
3. Collecting the World: slide and side stories. 25-26/06/2015. In: Visuality, Materiality
and Mining. Traces of Nitrate project and University of Sussex - The Centre for World
Environmental History, Brighton University, Brighton.
4. Método para facilitar as enquetes locais do viajante ativo, a dialogue between
Mabe Bethônico and Amilcar Packer over a text by Pierre Deffontaines.
19/09/2015. In: Seminário internacional de Arte Contemporânea - Outras Histórias na
Arte Contemporânea. Paço das Artes, São Paulo.
5. Um viajante depois do outro. 28-29/09/2015. In: IV Seminário Internacional Arquivos
de Museus e Pesquisa: A formação interdisciplinar do documentalista e do conservador.
Instituto de Estudos Brasileiros, University of São Paulo.
6. Colecionar o mundo: histórias em transparência. 29-30/09/2014. In: II Seminário
de História da Arte e Museus: Arquivos de Museus. Universidade de Brasília. [National
Conference]
7. Interview: Dialogues Programme [with curator Adriano Pedrosa]. 03/04/2014. In:
SP-Arte [International Art Fair]. Fundação Bienal de São Paulo.
8. Um viajante depois do outro, um guia ou dois sobre a caatinga. 04-08/11/2014.
In: Theória VI - Brasil: Imagens nômades perspectivas sobre uma terra em trânsito.
Joaquim Nabuco Foundation, Recife. [National Conference]
9. Bringing Underground Public: A visual presentation about art and mining in
Minas Gerais [Brazil], with focus on the “Museum of Public Concerns”. 2013.
Strata Project [Reinauguration], Nokia, Finland.
10. Mineral Invisibility - World of Matter, 18-19/10/2013. In: World of Matter. Argos
Centre for Art and Media, Argos, Brussels.
11. Invisibilidade da Mineração em Minas Gerais. 11-14/04/2012. In: Provisões: Uma
Conferência Visual. UFMG and Museu de Arte da Pampulha, BH.
12. Arquivo Audiovisual: Mulheres na Mineração. 25-30/04/2011. In: Supply Lines:
Vision of Global Resource Circulations. Gasworks, London.
13. The Wanda Svevo Archive. 04-05/06/2010. In: D’une archive à l’autre. Head - Haute
École d’Art et de Design, Centre de La Photographie, Genève.
14. Crise de Papéis. 20/03/2009. In: Revisões e Propostas: Desafios do Circuito de Arte
Brasileiro; Grandes Exposições e Bienais: Crise depois da Crise. Ministério da Cultura,
Instituto Inhotim and Athos Bulcão Foundation. Inhotim, Brumadinho. [National
Conference]
15. museumuseu: jornal e lugar, publicações e obras. 05-06/2009. In: Pontos de Vista:
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Jornadas Preparatórias. Lugares, Práticas e Políticas das Publicações em Arte. Instituto
de Artes da Museu da UFRGS – Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre.
[National Conference]
16. Poéticas do Inventário: museumuseu e a Bienal de São Paulo. 13/03/2009. In:
Seminário Rumos Artes Visuais 2009. Institulo Itaú Cultural, São Paulo. [National
Conference]
17. The São Paulo Biennial [together with Joerg Bader]. 05/12/2008. In: Seminários
Contemporâneos: A Revanche do Arquivo. Instituto de Artes, Federal University of
Pará and Romulo Maiorana Foundation: Projeto Arte Pará 2008, Belém.
18. museumuseu na 28ª Bienal de São Paulo. 11/2008. In: História como Matéria
Flexível. Auditório da 28a Bienal de São Paulo, São Paulo.
19. Arquivo para além do arquivo. 26-28/09/2007. In: Seminário Internacional Memória
e Cultura - Amnésia Social e Espetacularização da Memória. SESC Mariana, São Paulo.
20. Mabe Bethônico in conversation with Ana Paula Cohen, 18/02/2007. In: Encuentro
Internacional de Medellin - Práticas Artísticas Contemporâneas. Museu de Antioquia,
Medellin.
21. Mabe Bethônico and Goldin + Senneby, 2007. Caracteres Geológicos Peculiares and
the exhibition at the Encuentro Internacional de Medellin. Encuentro Internacional de
Medellin - Práticas Artísticas Contemporâneas, Museu de Antioquia, Medellin.
22. Mesa III: Arquivos Vivos I - O Modo Documental na Arte. 28-30/10/2007. In:
Seminário Internacional Espaço, Aceleração e Amnésia – Arte e Pensamento na
Contemporaneidade. Paço das Artes/ USP, São Paulo.
23. Curators and artists in debate at Casa del Encuentro. 12/04/2007. In: Encuentro
Internacional de Medellin - Práticas Artísticas Contemporâneas. Casa del Encuentro/
Museu de Antioquia: Medellin:
24. museumuseu: dispositivo de encontro e circulação. 11/2007. In: Espaços da
Contemporaneidade. Estratégias de circulação. ECA, Unicamp [Campinas University],
Campinas. [National Conference]
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Other Outreach Activities [public engagement]
SELECTED CURATORIAL PROJECTS
2019 – 2020 Bozar, Brussels, Belgium [in collaboration with Stéphane Sauzedde and
Joerg Bader]: Gallery of Futures – [8 month exhibition program interrupted
after 3 weeks due to Covid-19 crisis]
2014
Celma Albuquerque Galeria de Arte, Belo Horizonte, Brazil: Let it out /
Outlet
2013
Centre de La Photographie Genève, Genève, Switzerland : John Stezaker
SUMMARY OF GROUP EXHIBITIONS AND SOLO SHOWS
Please refer to the Exhibition List at final pages of the online portfolio: https://www.
mabebethonico.online/cv
ONGOING - 2022
EXHIBITIONS
1. Marilia Razuk Gallery, São Paulo – Solo show, Lessons of Another World [AprilJune] with text by Théo-Mario Coppola [April-June]
2. Pinacoteca de São Paulo – Group show O Colecionador [March-June]
3. Pinacoteca de São Paulo – Group Show A Máquina do Mundo [January-March]
4. On Curating Project Space, Zürich – Compost/ The Open Bin – Exhibition,
Performance, Workshop within the program Composting Knowledge linked to
documenta 2022, Kassel [May-June].
5. MAAT (Museum of Art, Architecture and Technology in Lisbon) – Research
exhibition Visual Natures: The Politics and Culture of Environmentalism in the 20th and
21st Centuries (March – September).
6. Biennale de Lyon – Coordinating collective project with students linked to Master
TRANS– in partnership with Veduta [September-October]

PUBLICATIONS LIST

TALKS
1. ETH Zurich within the dept of Chair Prof. Dr. Elli Mosayebi, Professur für Architektur
und Entwurf –Talk Mineral Invisibilities (March]
2. On Curating Project Space, Zürich – Compost/ The Open Bin – Organising a talk
with guests within the programme Composting Knowledge linked to documenta
2022, Kassel [May-June]
3. The Stiftung Humboldt Forum im Berliner Schloss, in partnership with Museu
Nacional, Rio de Janeiro – Museu Macunaíma Online conference and debate
[February]

__

PUBLICATIONS
1. São Paulo Biennial Foundation – Onde vocês ficam? Essay for Book of the 70 years
of the São Paulo Biennial. Launch in March.
2. The Stiftung Humboldt Forum im Berliner Schloss – Essay for Book linked to the
event Museu sem caráter/ Museu Macunaíma [Launch previewed for August]
3. Independent – Les Nervures – Org. limited edition of booklet presenting the
productions of the group Les Nervures. [ongoing]
4. ESAAA [École Superieure d’Art Annecy Alpes] – Roches en Mutation. Essay for
Effondremment des Alpes 2e Journal. ESAAA éditions, 979-10-91505-28-4
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